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Given a sequence of real numbers {an} with fractional parts <an>, let

Nn(a, b) = #{mfín\aí

<am> < b}.

(If S is a set, #S denotes its order.) If lim,,-,«, Nn(a, b)\n = b-a for all a and b such
that 0^a<b^l,
then {an} is said to be uniformly distributed modulo 1. LeVeque
[3] investigated sequences {/(«) cos g(ri)y} for uniform distribution (mod 1) for
almost all real numbers y. When either/or g increases as rapidly as the exponential
function, rather general results can be obtained. When neither/nor g increases this
rapidly, it can be shown that {«" cos nßy} is u.d. (mod 1) for almost all y when
a^ß^> 1. So, it is known that {n cos ny} is u.d. (mod 1) for almost all y, and it is
easy to show that {cos ny} is not. The question arises: how rapidly must/increase
in order to insure that {/(«) cos ny} is u.d. (mod 1) for almost all y ? It is the purpose of this paper to show that any sufficiently smooth/which increases to infinity,
no matter how slowly, will serve.
In what follows only the following facts about the cosine are used: it is continuous, bounded, twice differentiable, periodic, piecewise monotone, and at no
point do both its first and second derivatives vanish. The results below will hold
for any function with these properties in place of the cosine.
We will suppose throughout that / increases without bound, /' decreases, and
f([x) = o(xll2'e)

as x -> oo for some e>0.

Also, we assume that yßir is irrational.

Lemma 1. Suppose that {xk} and {yk} are such that lim,^«, (xk—yk) = 0. If either
sequence is u.d. (mod 1), so is the other.
Proof. We apply Weyl's criterion for uniform distribution (see, e.g., [2, p. 91]),
namely, {ak} is u.d. (mod 1) if and only if Sa(N) = *¿k= x exp (2Trimak)= o(N) for
each positive integer m. (In O- and o-symbols, we will always suppose the variable

approaches infinity.) If
N

R(N) = 2

then \Sx(N)-Sy(N)\gR(N).

|l-exp277/w(yk-xk)|,

But

N

N

R(N) = 2 2|sin77m(j>)c-x;£)|^ 2-rrm2 Ij^-Xkl = o(N).
k=l

k=l

It follows that if one of SX(N) and Sy(N) is o(N), then so is the other.
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We decompose a period of the cosine into its strictly monotone components :
F2(x) = cos x, 0<x^it,

and P2{x) = cos x,tt<x^2tt.

For 0^a¿

1 and B>0, let

7V(F, n, a) = #{m ^ n | <F cos myy < a}.
Let cu(F, a) denote the distribution function of {B cos ny} :

oj{B, a) = lim 7V(7i,n, a)/«.

We later show that the limit exists by computing it. Separate the numbers my,
m = 1, 2,..., n, into two classes : put my in class Cx if 0 < (jnyß-ny S 1/2, otherwise
put it in class C2. Let
Nt{B, n, a) = #{m ^ n \ my e Ct and <F cos «?>>>< a},

i=l, 2. Then
7Y(£, n, a) = TVitB,n, a) + N2{B, n, a),

and
(1)

#,(£, n, a) = #{w ^ n | (BPi{my)y < a}.

Let
(2)

<«,(£,a) = lim TYjCB,
n, a)/«,
n-* oo

i = 1,2.

Lemma 2. W-7/Ai/ze above notation,

«.(ft«)= ,JM¿^.(-;)-A-(^))+r(í),
wnei-elimo-,,«, T(7i)= 0.
Proof. Suppose for the moment that B is an integer. In that case,
B

N¿B, n,a) = 2

#{m = " I ' = BP^my) < i + a}

i= -S

Since we have assumed that j/27r is irrational, it follows that {nyßn} is u.d. (mod 1)
(see, e.g., [4, p. 24]). Dividing by n in (3) and letting it increase without bound, we
have

the conclusion of the lemma with no error term.
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In case B is not an integer, we consider the sum in (3) between —[B] and [77].
This introduces two errors, which give rise to Y{B):
[B]

(4) Ni{B, n, a) =

2

#(m á « I * á BP¿my) < i+a} + E0{B,n, a) + E1{B,n, a),

i = - [B]

where E0{B, n, a) is the error committed by ignoring in the sum the portion of the
graph of BPx{x) lying between [B] and B. Ex is the similar error near —B. We first
consider F0.
Define p0 = p0{B) to be the smallest positive number such that BP1{p0y) = [B].
As B increases, the common length of the intervals {2-nk, p0y + 2Trk), k = 0, 1,...,
decreases, and hence the intervals may be expected to contain fewer integers. We
will show that this number of integers is negligible. Taylor's Theorem gives
1 -cos

Poy = ^{pQy)2 cos $,

where 0 = f á p0y, so
¿(po>02 = (l-iF]/F)/cos¿,
which shows that p0= o{l) as B-^-co.
We now get an upper bound for F0 in terms of p0. F0 is largest when ais 1, so
£„(£, n, a) ^ E0{B, n) = #{min\

[B] g BP¿my) = 77}

= #{m ^ n | 2-nt S? my ^ p0y + 2-nt for some integer / ^ 0}.

If we set zk = 2-nk\y, k = 0, 1,...,
(5)

then

E0{B, zny) g #{m ^ zny \ zt ^ m ^ zt + p0 for some t}.

Since p0{B)= o{l), we may assume that yp0< 1 and p0< 1- In (5), we consider the
positive integers less than zny and count how many fall in the specified intervals;
if instead we consider the intervals (each of which has length less than 1) and count
how many contain an integer, we have
E0{B, zny) = #{r :£ n | zt = m = zt + p0 for some integer m}.

{2Trk¡y}is u.d. (mod 1), so
£„(£, zny) = #{i S n | <zt> ^ l-Po}

and E0{B, zny)\n —>p0 as n —>■
oo. A calculation shows that F0(7i, n)\n -> po/2"- as
n—>oo.
If we define Pi = p^ß) to be such that F^y—p1y)=
—[B], then we can show, as

we did for p0, that jo1(F)= o(l) and F^TJ, n)/n -> pi/27r as n -> oo. It follows that
0 S T(F) g (p0+ pi)/27t, and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 3.
(6)

lim wL{B, a) = a/2.
B-. oo
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Proof. Since Px 1 is differentiable, from Lemma 2 and the mean-value theorem,

+ T(B),
where ilB^£t^(i+á)IB.

But (7) is an approximating sum for a Riemann integral:

lim œx(B,a) = ^

B-.00

T {iPï\t)\

¿TT J-X

\at

J

dt+ lim Y(B) = ~
B-.00

Z

In the same way as we got (6), we can show that
lim oí2(B, a) = a/2.
B-» oo

So we have
Lemma 4. lima-.,*, w(B, a) = a.
For later purposes, we need a quantitative version of (2). If {ak} is a sequence
with distribution function w(a), the discrepancy, D(ri), is defined by

D(ri) = sup D(n, a),
Ogagl

where
D(n, a) = (llri)#{m

^ n | <am> < a}-cu(a).

We use this in the next lemma.
Lemma 5. If N}(B, n, a) and w¡(B, a) are as in (2) and (I), then

(8)

Nj(B, n, a) = nojj(B, a) + 0(Bn6) + nrxj(B),

for any 8 >0for almost all y. TXj(B)-> 0 as B -> oo.
Proof. We consider the case j— 1 ; the other is similar. For a u.d. (mod 1)
sequence {an}, we have for 0 ^ a < b ^ 1,
#{m ^ n | a ^ <am> < b} = n(b —a) + knD(n),

where \k\ <2. Applying this to each term of the sum in (4), we have, since {nyßir}

is u.d. (mod 1),

(9) #{»i á » 11 á BPx(my)< i + a} = ¿ (/v(¿)

"^r1^))

+knD(ri),

where D(n) is the discrepancy of {nyßn}.
As in [2, p. 27], given an irrational number 8, let r; + 1 be the least upper bound
of numbers Q>0 for which \8-p¡q\ < l¡qn has infinitely many solutions in integers
p and q. If r¡ < oo, then 8 is said to be of type Ir¡. A theorem of Khintchine [ 1] asserts
that the inequality \8—p¡q\ < l¡qF(q) has infinitely many or finitely many solutions

for almost all 8 according as J00dx¡F(x) diverges or converges. It follows that
almost all irrational numbers are of type II. It is known [2, p. 103] that for all 8
of type II, the discrepancy of {n8} satisfies D(ri) = 0(n~~1+") for any S>0.
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Applying this and summing (9) over /' from —[B] to [B], we have, from (4) and
Lemma 2,
NX(B, n, a)-E0(B,

where lime^

n, a)-Ex(B,

n, a) = nwx(B, a) - nT(B) + 0(Bn")

I\B) = 0. Since O^Fo + F^hIXS),

the lemma follows.

As a corollary, summing (8) over7= 1, 2 gives

(10)

N(B, n, a) = nw(B, a) + nY2(B) + 0(Bnö)

for almost all y. Y.,(B)-» 0 as B ->■00. The y for which (10) does not hold are those
such that y/27Tis a rational number or is closely approximable by rational numbers
(that is, not of type II).
We now define a function which closely approximates f(ri) cos ny and is u.d.
(mod 1).
Lemma 6. Let {ak} be such that ax<a2< ..., lim^^oo Aak = co (&ak = ak + x —ak),
and lim,,..,«, Aak/ak = 0. Let f be an increasing function withlimx^x,f(x) = ao. Suppose

that for 8 > 0 sufficientlysmall,
lim nf(an)¡al-6 = 0.
n-» 00

Defineg by
g(x) = f(ak) cos xy

when ak á x < ak+1, k - 1, 2.

Then {g(n)} is u.d. (mod I) for almost all y.
Proof. Put
N'(n, a) = #{m -¿ n \ (g(m)y < a}.
We will show that N'(an, a)¡an -> a as n ->- 00, and then that N'(n, a)¡n has the

same limit. If
M(ak, ak + 1,a) = #{ak ^ m < ak + x\ </(afc) cos myy < a},

then
n-l

(11)

N'(an,a)=

2

M(ak,ak +X,a).

k= i

But M(ak, ak +x, a) = N(f(ak), ak +x, a)-N(f(ak),

M(ak, ak +x, a) = AaX/fe),

ak, a) so from (10),

<*)+ 0(f(ak)aôk+x)+AakY2(f(ak)).

From Lemma 4, as k -> 00, œ(f(ak), a) = a-|-o(l). Also, as Ä:->■00, Y2(f(ak)) = o(l).

Substituting in (11),
N'(an,a)

= 2

((a + o(l))Aak) + 0(nf(an)a6n)

k=l

SO

Itf'fe.«) = «+ 0(I)+i

2(Aa>(l) + 0(^).
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The error terms are all o(l), so lim^«, N'{an, a)¡an = a. To complete the proof, we
need only show that if k is defined by ak^n<ak +1, then

lim I #'(„,«)--í-TV'ía,,«)
n

ak

= 0.

This follows from a calculation and the fact that Aafc/afc= o(l).
We combine Lemmas 6 and 1 to get a set of conditions sufficient for the u.d.
(mod 1) of {f{n) cos ny} for almost all y.
Lemma 7. Let {ak}be as in Lemma 6. Suppose f increases so that lim^ „„/(;<:)= oo,

limfc^œkf{ak)la\-ô = 0far 8>0 sufficientlysmall, and lim^«, {f{ak+1)-f{ak)) = 0.
Then {f{n) cos ny} is u.d. (mod I) for almost all y.
Proof. If g is defined as in Lemma 6, then {g{n)} is u.d. (mod 1) for almost all y.
We will apply Lemma 1. Let h{n)=f{n) cos ny; since the cosine is bounded,

\h{n)-g{n)\ Ú c\f{n)-f{ak)\

è c{f{ak+1)-f{ak)).

Thus limn_œ \h{ri)—g{ri)\=0. This proves the lemma.
We now show that to each sufficiently smooth, slowly increasing function /,
there corresponds a sequence {ak}which satisfies conditions like those of Lemma 7.
Lemma 8. Suppose that f increases, f decreases,
lim f{x) = oo, and

lim /(x)/x1,2"e = 0

JC-KCO

X-KX>

for some e > 0. Then there exists an increasing function a(x) such that

(i)

lim a'(x) = oo,
X-*

(ii)

CO

lim a"(x) = 0,
X->

(iii)

CO

lim a'{x)¡x = 0,
X-* 00

(iv)

lim {d¡dx)f{a{x))= 0,
X~* 00

and

(v)

lim xf{a{x)W-\x)
X-*

= 0,

CO

for S> 0 sufficientlysmall.
Proof. An appropriate function is a{x) = x2~y with y = S/(l —S). That (i)-(iii)
hold is immediate. Since/' decreases and we may assume that/(0)2:0, it follows

thatf{x)lx^f'{x). Hence
d_fí,~

< a'{x)f{q{x))_ cfix2-") _ cf{y)

dx}KK >> =

a{x)

x
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upon putting y = x2~y. Since f{x) = o{x112),the latter quantity tends to zero as
x -»■oo. Thus (iv) holds. Further,

xf{a{x))_
al~Hx)

f{x2~>)
x(2 - y)d - a) -1

f{y)
y(i-3d)u-<s)/(2-3»

upon putting y = x(2~36)K1~ô).
For S>0 sufficiently small, the exponent

(l-38)(l-8)/(2-38)
is greater than 1/2 —£ for any e>0, whence (v) holds.
Lemmas 7 and 8 give the result.
Theorem. Suppose that f increases without bound, fi decreases, andf{x) = o{x112~e)
for some e>0, as x—>oo. Then {f{n) cos ny} is uniformly distributed (mod 1) for

almost all y.
Proof. Take the function a{x) = x2'y of Lemma 8 and choose ak = a{k), k=l,
2, .... To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that the hypotheses of Lemma 7 are
satisfied, namely (a) ak<ak +1, (b) limfc^œ Aak=co, (c) lim*.^ Aafc/afc=0, (d)
limk^x{f{ak +1)-f{ak)) = 0, and (e) lim^«, kf{ak)/al-ô=0, for 8>0 sufficiently
small, (a) and (b) follow from (i) of Lemma 8. Since
àak g

max

k¿x£k+l

a'{x) g a'{k)+

max

kSxSk+1

|a"(x)|,

(c) follows from (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 8. Also,

/R +i)-/R)

¿ a'{k)f'{a{k))+f'{a{k)) max
kSxSk+l

\a"{x)\,

so (d) follows from (iv). Finally, (e) follows from (v), and the theorem is proved.
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